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This talk
• History of answer retrieval
• Answers vs. documents
• Relevance vs. correctness
• Ranking vs. interaction
• Tasks and test collections
• State-of-the-art
• Challenges
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A Timeline
Document Retrieval
Answer Passage Retrieval
Sentence Retrieval
QA Factoid Retrieval

Passages as Features

Snippet Retrieval
CQA or Non-Factoid QA

Conversational Answer Retrieval
Answer Passage Retrieval Revisited
Response Retrieval/Generation
Question Answering/Machine Comprehension
Complex Answer Retrieval
(Passages as Summaries)
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Time

Dimensions of Answer Retrieval
• Granularity
• entity, sentence, passage, document, multi-document

• Extractive
• answer extracted from text or retrieved from a collection of answers

• Generated
• answer based on single existing text, composed from multiple existing texts,
or created using text generation model

• Conversational
• “one-off” or taking session history into account

• Personalized
• generic or customized to user
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Answer Passage Retrieval
• O’Connor (1975, 1977, 1980) pioneered work in sentence and
passage retrieval, in scientific and legal domains
• “Answer passage”1
• “answer-reporting”: passage from which an answer to a question can be
inferred, perhaps using specialized knowledge
• “answer-indicative”: passage from which it can be inferred that the document
does contain an answer-reporting passage
• Assumed full questions
• e.g., “What is the evidence that lung adenocarcinoma can be chemically induced?”

• Manually created “search-word lists” for each subject-matter word in the
question
1 Answer-Passage
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Retrieval by Text Searching, JASIS, 1980
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Passage Retrieval
• Approach then shifted to using passages to improve document
ranking effectiveness
• Combining paragraph and document scores (Salton, Allan, and Buckley,
1993)
• Combining topic segments from text tiling with document scores
(Hearst and Plaunt, 1993)
• HMMs for identifying relevant passages as part of document retrieval
(Mittendorf and Schauble, 1994)

• Callan (1994) showed that fixed length “window” passages
produced the best results for improving document ranking
• Incorporated into Inquery, Indri, and Galago search engines
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Passage Retrieval
• Kaszkiel and Zobel (1997) tested “arbitrary” (variable width) passages,
verified Callan’s results
• Liu and Croft (2002) described passage retrieval using language
models
• Bendersky and Kurland (2010) showed best performance for this
approach by varying document smoothing based on a homogeneity
feature
• Lv and Zhai (2009) described the positional language model and
applied it to passage retrieval
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Sentence Retrieval
• Luhn (1958) ranked sentences by significance to create abstracts
• Many summarization approaches based on identifying “best” sentences

• O’Connor (1975) retrieved “answer sentences”
• TREC Novelty track (2002) defined sentence retrieval tasks
based on relevance and novelty assessments
• Murdock (2005) used a translation model for sentence retrieval
and tested using TREC Novelty and QA data
• Balsubramanian (2007) compared variety of models for
sentence retrieval
• Metzler and Kanungo (2008) used L2R models to rank sentences
based on a range of features
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Summaries and Snippets
Google patent, 2005.

Tombros and Sanderson. 1998. Advantages of query biased
summaries in information retrieval.
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Answer Retrieval
• Factoid QA
• Started in TREC QA track, 1999
• Retrieving short answers (typically entities) for a limited set of
(popular) questions
• e.g., “where”, “who”, “when”

• Questions often classified by entity type of answer
• e.g., time, money, person, place, quantity
• e.g., “Where was Roger Federer born?”

• Relied on initial answer passage or sentence retrieval
• Extractive QA from the web and knowledge bases
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Answer Retrieval
• Community-based Question Answering (CQA)
•
•
•
•

e.g., Yahoo Answers
People answer other peoples’ questions
Generates huge archives of questions and answers
More general questions than factoid QA and answers often one or more
paragraphs
• FAQs and forums also provide large archives and questions and answers (e.g.,
Stack Overflow)
• Non-factoid QA, not extractive
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Answer Retrieval
• Berger et al (2000) used a translation model to retrieve answers
written for FAQs
• Jeon (2005) retrieved similar questions to improve answer retrieval in
CQA services
• Jeon (2006) used a feature-based model to predict answer quality for
CQA
• Xue (2008) tested translation-based retrieval models for answer
archives for CQA
• Surdeanu et al (2011) studied a range of features in a learning to rank
framework used to rank potential answers for CQA
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Conversational Answer Retrieval
(from SWIRL 2012)

• Open-domain, natural language text questions
• Answers extracted from the corpus (or corpora) being searched, and
may be at different levels of granularity, depending on the question
• Focus on passage-level answers

• Dialogue is about questions and answers, including history, with the
aim of refining the understanding of questions and improving the
quality of answers
• Evaluated as an open-domain IR task, in contrast to conversational
chat or template-based conversation
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Research Challenges for CAR
• Tasks
• Breaking down the research required into manageable pieces

• Test Collections
• Creating test collections that capture aspects of conversational retrieval for
training and testing

• Evaluation
• Creating (or agreeing on) measures that can be used for evaluating multi-turn,
conversational interactions directed at addressing information needs
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Answer Passage Retrieval
• Keikha et al (2014)
• CIIR answer passage collection (WebAP)
• Based on TREC GOV2 web collection and “description” queries
• e.g., “What evidence is there that aspirin may help prevent cancer?”

• 82 queries selected as likely to have answers
• Answer passages (av. 45 words) annotated manually
• using relevant web pages in top 50 ranked by SDM

• Over 8,000 passages annotated (av. 97 per query)
•
•
•
•

43% “perfect”
44% “excellent”
10% “good”
3% “fair”

• Reasonable annotator agreement
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GOV2 Queries
Which ones might have passage-level answers?
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What restrictions are placed on older persons renewing their drivers' licenses in the
U.S.?
What organizations (private or governmental) are developing drugs to combat
schizophrenia?
Have any spammers been arrested or sued for sending unsolicited e-mail?
What states or localities offer programs for gifted and talented students?
What methods are used to control acid rain and its effects?
What kinds of harm do cruise ships do to sea life such as coral reefs, and what is the
extent of the damage?
Find documents about Federal welfare reform legislation, regulation, and policy.
What applications are there for U.S. decennial census data, and how is it used?
In what ways does Iran support terrorism?
What is the U.S. government's definition of "executive privilege?"
What was the Iran Contra scandal and what were the consequences?
What would cause a lowered white blood cell count?

Q705. Identify any efforts, proposed or undertaken, by world governments to seek reduction of Iraq's
foreign debt.
Document: GX019-35-14384668.html
Preview of Iraq Donors' Conference in Madrid, October 23-23, 2003

MR. DENIG: Good afternoon, and welcome to the Washington
Foreign Press Center. We hope to be connected with London as
well in a few minutes. We are very pleased today to have two
experts to provide a preview for us of the Iraq donors
conference in Madrid, which will be going on tomorrow and
Friday. We have, first of all, Under Secretary of State for
Economic, Business and Agricultural Affairs Al Larson, and we
have Under Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs
John Taylor. Each one of them will have a brief opening
statement to make, and then we'll be glad to take your questions.
•••
UNDER SECRETARY TAYLOR: With respect to the assets, the -- I would actually begin by
referring to the Security Council Resolution, Paragraph 24 here, which calls on the member states to
remember their obligations to immediately cause the transfer of these funds, these funds that Saddam
Hussein and his regime took out of the country, and to return it to the development fund for Iraq for the
benefit of the Iraqi people. So that call is out there.
The United States has sent well over a billion dollars back of this money to the pay the Iraqi people. The
Japanese have begun to do that. More effort needs to be done to return those assets that Saddam took out of the
country and return them to the rightful owners in Iraq. We're working on that.
On the debt, there's a lot of progress that's being made on the effort to get a substantial reduction in the value of
the debt. The debt is very high. We're getting more and more information about the size of it. The G8
governments, including Russia, agreed not to accept any payments on the debt, at least through the end of 2004,
and in Dubai, the G7 governments agreed to resolve the debt issue by next year so that there can be a clear
vision in front of the Iraqi people so they don't have the burden of this in front of them. But that is something that's
ongoing, and the process is in place.
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MR. DENIG: Let's got to Turkey up here, please.

Evaluating Answer Passage Retrieval
• TREC QA factoid retrieval relatively easy to evaluate
• Answer sentence or not
• P@N (Precision at rank N), MRR (Mean reciprocal rank), MAP (Mean
Average Precision)

• CQA data usually produces low values
• One “right” answer per question

• Defining evaluation metrics for passages has been a long-standing
problem
• Boundaries of passages are ill-defined – different models retrieve different
passages
• Manual annotation is very expensive – many more paragraphs than
documents
• Character-based overlap measures can be difficult to understand
• Word overlap measures (e.g., Rouge) are indicative but indirect
• Assessing relevance for short text fragments can be very vague
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Baselines for Answer Passage Retrieval
• Comparing standard passage retrieval models for the task of answer
passage retrieval
•
•
•
•
•

Query likelihood
Sequential dependence model
Bendersky-Kurland interpolation of passage and document scores
Positional language model with different kernel functions
Pseudo-relevance feedback

• Overlapped windows of 50 words used for passages
• Evaluated using character-level measures and Rouge overlap
• Bottom line: Term-based retrieval models are not good at finding
answers
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Answer Retrieval with Neural Models
• Paper: Yang, Ai, Guo, and Croft. 2016. aNMM: Ranking Short Answer Texts with Attention-Based Neural
Matching Model.

• Test Collection: TREC QA, Yahoo CQA
• Evaluation: MAP, MRR
• Model:
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SOTA for Answer Retrieval
• BERT is the leading approach by far
• 30-40% improvement across all metrics on MS MARCO, CQA collections
• Continues trend of greater interaction/attention in Pre-BERT models
• Difficult to specify the best configuration of BERT as the training method/fine
tuning/performance distributions are often not provided in enough detail
• Results on reading comprehension promising for extractive retrieval
• P@1 is still only .25 on MARCO (.7 ON WikipassageQA)
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Response Retrieval
• Paper: Yang, Qiu, Qu, Guo, Zhang, Croft, Huang, and Chen. 2018. Response Ranking with Deep Matching
Networks and External Knowledge in Information-seeking Conversation Systems.

• Test Collection: UDC, MSDialog, AliMe
• Evaluation: MAP, Recall@1, 2, 5
• Model:
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Response Retrieval
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Hybrid Response Generation/Retrieval
• Paper: Song, Li, Nie, Zhang, Zhao, and Yan. 2018. An Ensemble of Retrieval-Based and Generation-Based
Human-Computer Conversation Systems.

• Test Collection: Wiebo, Tieba, Twitter/Foursquare (Ghazvininejad et al, A Knowledge-Grounded Neural
Conversation Model. In AAAI ’18)
• Evaluation: Bleu, Rouge-L, human
• Model:
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Hybrid Response Generation/Retrieval
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Conversational Question Answering
• Paper: Qu, Yang, Qiu, Croft, Zhang, and Iyer, 2019. BERT with History Answer Embedding for Conversational
Question Answering.

• Test Collection: QuAC dataset
• Evaluation: F1, HEQ-Q, HEQ-D
• Model:
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Conversational Question Answering
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Time to take a step back and consider the big picture…
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Answers or Documents?
• Documents contain answers to many possible questions
• SERPs present a range of answers to the likely underlying questions
• A list of documents is only a satisfactory answer to one type of
information need
• Questions and answers are the natural communication tools for
solving information needs
• Document retrieval is only an intermediate step

• However, we know a lot about how people interact with lists of
documents but very little about how they interact with potential
answers
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Answers or Documents?
• Answer passages are not just “little documents”
• Text should have a strong relationship to the question

• Techniques developed for document retrieval may not be appropriate
for answer retrieval
•
•
•
•

Ranked lists
Relevance feedback
Diversification
Evaluation
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Relevance or Correctness?
• Relevance is at the core of most IR evaluation – but what is it?
• Topical relevance, user relevance…
• Still being debated

• PEGFB judgments for queries are difficult for users and require
significant interpretation
• Correctness of an answer for a question well understood by
crowdsourcing annotators
• Definition of an answer?

• Disagreement is about the quality of an answer (and the text spans)
• PEGFB generally makes more sense
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Ranking or Interaction?
• Ranked lists of answers may not be an appropriate presentation
• … snippets?
• Answer confidence more important?

• Bandwidth may limit response to a single answer
• Interaction is a natural part of question and answer dialogue
• e.g., clarification questions, feedback

• Identifying similar, redundant, alternative answers is similar to
document diversification but requires more than term matching
• Negative feedback is particularly important for answers, but no
guidance from previous work with documents
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Tasks (or Challenges)
• Given a (non-factoid) question, find the best answers in a collection of
answers
• Ranking, P@1, determining confidence…

• Given a question, find the best answer passages in a collection of
documents
• Gold standard, overlap, relevant documents…

• Given a question and answer dialogue, find the best answer in a collection
of answers or documents
• Predict conversation response, partial history, session history…

• Given a question, determine the best answer across a range of granularities
in a collection of documents
• Single answers, sets of answers, summaries…
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Tasks
• Given a set of retrieved answers, group them into categories
• Redundant, similar, instances, alternatives…

• Given a top-ranked answer that is incorrect, rerank based on user
feedback
• Yes/no, word-based, entity-based, conversation response…
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QA Test Collections
• TREC QA: 1.5K factoid questions with 60K paired potential answer sentences
• Yahoo L6 Webscope: 4.5M questions and associated answer passages from CQA service (Manner
Questions subset: 150K “how” questions)

• WikiQA: 3K factoid questions with 30K answer sentences from associated Wiki page
• MS MARCO: 1M factoid questions from Bing log with 9M “companion” passages and 180K manually
generated answers

• SQUAD: 100K manually generated questions with associated answers that are text spans in 530
Wikipedia articles

• WebAP: 8K text span answer passages (av. 45 words) from relevant documents for 80 TREC Gov2
questions

• Yahoo nfL6 subset: 85K non-factoid question and answer pairs
• WikiPassageQA: 4K non-factoid queries and answer passages created from 860 Wikipedia
pages

• ANTIQUE: 2.5K questions from nfL6 with more complete relevance judgments
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Conversation Test Collections
• Ubuntu (UDC): 1M conversations from technical support chat logs
• QuAC: 14K crowdsourced QA dialogs based on Wikipedia articles
• MSDialog: 35K conversations from MS technical support forum, 2K labelled with utterance
intent

•
•
•
•
•

AliMe: 63K context-response pairs from commercial online help chatbot (Chinese)
Qulac: 10K crowdsourced clarifying question-answer pairs related to 200 TREC topics
Amazon: Simulated product purchase conversations based on product facets
MSMARCO Conversational Search: 45M user sessions containing 340K unique queries
TREC CASt: New TREC track building on MSMARCO, others
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Crowdsourcing
• As IR researchers, we should be interested in more than results on
leaderboards
• To study answers in more detail, crowdsourcing experiments are
needed
• Examples:
• Qu, Yang, Croft, Trippas, Zhang, and Qiu. 2018. Analyzing and Characterizing
User Intent in Information-seeking Conversations.
• Qu, Yang, Croft, Scholer, and Zhang. 2019. Answer Interaction in Non-factoid
Question Answering Systems.
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User Intent Taxonomy
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Modeling Intent in Search Interactions
• Test Collection: MSDialog, UDC
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Answer Interaction Study
The turkers are given a question and a short passage. The 200 QA pairs are from
nfl6, one good and one bad (but highly ranked) for each question.
●

●
●

“line by line”: reveals the passage line by line. The turkers indicate their
confidence level so far that this passage is a good answer.
“passage highlight”: highlight important words/phrases (sentences are not
encouraged) that helped them make their decision -- either positive or
negative.
“passage highlight (with suggested words)”: highlight important
words/phrases with the presence of system suggested words. Turkers do not
have to stick to the suggested words.
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Distribution of confidence ratings

Good answers: have a
sense that the answers
might be good at the
beginning, but hesitate to
make a confident rating
until the latter half

Bad answers: can
determine the answer
quality from the very
beginning.
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Analysis of confidence ratings on a question level
Answer type

Increase

Decrease

Constant

All positive

All negative

Good (out of 100)

24

3

22/17

51

4

Bad (out of 100)

10

19

44/40

8

54

People’s initial impressions on
answer quality are usually
correct, and people become
more and more confident on
answer quality as they go
through the answer.
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The “passage highlight” setting
●
●

The turker is given a question and an answer passage and is asked to
highlight positive and negative words or phrases in the passage.
At least one highlight for each answer needs to be made. In addition, the turkers are
asked to give an overall answer quality.
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Distribution of rated answer quality

The two figures indicate that
turkers are decisive in rating a
bad answer. In addition, they can
be harsh on the answer quality
rating even if the passage is
correct.
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Quantifying agreement on highlights (Cont’d)

In general, the results
indicate that people tend to
get good agreement on what
makes a good answer good.
In contrast, when deciding
what makes a bad answer
bad, people tend to have
more diverse opinions while
still manage to achieve an
agreement to some extent.
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The “passage highlight (suggested words)” setting
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More Crowdsourcing…
• Using eyetracking to confirm/expand results
• Negative feedback experiments with different interaction modes
• Understanding passage boundaries in documents
• Formulating models of answers and testing them by comparing and
categorizing
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Summary
• Finding answers in response to questions is the key to progress in
information retrieval
• We currently are only beginning to explore the research challenges in
dealing with answers rather than documents
• New theories and tasks need to be developed
• New test collections and user studies need to be done
• Collaboration with NLP, ML, and HCI will become increasingly
important
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